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Abstract—This paper presents a new 3-D subband coding
framework that is able to achieve a good balance between high
compression performance and channel error resilience. Various
data transform methods for the decorrelation of video were exam-
ined and compared, including subband filtering, discrete cosine
transforms, discrete wavelet transforms, and lapped transforms.
The coding stage of the algorithm is based on a generalized
adaptive quantization framework, which is applied to the 3-D
transformed coefficients. More specifically, it features a simple
coding structure based on quadtree coding and lattice vector quan-
tization techniques. In typical applications, good performance at
high compression ratios is obtained often without entropy coding.
Furthermore, because temporal decorrelation is absorbed by the
transform, traditional motion compensated prediction becomes
not necessary, which results in a significant computational ad-
vantage over standard video coders. The error-resilience feature
is achieved through classifying the compressed data streams into
separated sub-streams with different error sensitivity levels. This
enables a good adaptation to different channel models according
to their noise statistics and error-protection protocols. Experi-
mental results have shown that the subband video coder is able
to achieve highly competitive performance relative to MPEG-2
in both noiseless and noisy environments. Furthermore, lapped
transforms are shown experimentally to outperform the other
transforms in the 3-D subband environment. The subband coding
framework provides a practical solution for video communications
over wireless channels, where efficiency, error resilience, and
computational simplicity are vital in providing superior quality
of service.

Index Terms—3-D subband coding, adaptive quantization, error
resilient, lapped transform, video coding, wavelet transform.

I. INTRODUCTION

M AJOR issues associated with wireless video applications
include limited bandwidth, channel noise, and computa-

tion. Data rates for high resolution digital video are generally
very large, and therefore are typically compressed before trans-
mission. Wireless transmission may induce high bit error rates
(BERs), which can be problematic for compression algorithms.
At the same time, wireless users more and more rely on portable
computing devices, which have only limited computing power
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for video processing and transmission. In a wireless video com-
munication system, it is particularly desirable to achieve high
compression and computation efficiency while maintaining an
error-resilient coding structure.

Current high-definition television (HDTV) broadcasting
standards (ATSC A/53A, ITU-R BO.1211 , ITU-T J.83 ,
ETS 300 421 , etc.) normally consist of a standard video
coder (e.g., MPEG-2) concatenated with a channel coder. This
has been a typical approach adopted in many video applica-
tions involving wireless media. Most standard video coding
methods [1], [2], namelyISO MPEG-(1,2,4) and theITU
H.(261,263,26L) , have very similar coding structures.
They generally contain a discrete cosine transform (DCT) [3]
coding approach in the spatial domain and a motion-com-
pensated predictive (MCP) coding approach in the temporal
domain. Over the years of standards development, compression
efficiency has been improved, although at the expense of extra
computation complexity. However, little attention has been
paid to error resilience.

In this paper, we study the effectiveness of 3-D trans-
form-based video coding methods with emphasis on compres-
sion, computation, and error resilience. Although many 3-D
transform coding methods using DCTs, general subband de-
compositions, and discrete wavelet transforms (DWTs) [4]–[8]
have been proposed over the last decade, they have not yet
found major application because of their high computational
load, and increased memory requirements, for a moderate
compression performance improvement. The objective of this
work is to demonstrate the advantage of 3-D transforms over
MCP in certain video applications.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the encoding/decoding struc-
ture of the proposed video coder. It consists of two sequential
stages: the 3-D transform for data decorrelation, and the quanti-
zation/coding stage which is applied to the transformed coeffi-
cients. Several 3-D transform methods have been implemented
in this work using the DCT, the uniform subband decomposition
(USB), the DWT, and two lapped transforms (LTs) known as
the lapped orthogonal transform (LOT) [9], [10] and the lapped
bi-orthogonal transform (LBT) [11], [12]. We have also ap-
plied an adaptive quantization technique in the second stage.
The implementations were engineered to exploit the computa-
tional efficiencies of the 3-D transforms in combination with
the error-resilience properties of the adaptive quantization tech-
nique in order to maximize the overall performance of the video
coding system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief description of the transform methods exam-
ined in this study, while Section III introduces the novel adap-
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Fig. 1. Encoding/decoding structure of the subband video coding algorithm.

tive quantization and coding technique. Section IV discusses
the error-resilience features of the video coder, and Section V
presents the simulation results along with a brief analysis. The
paper ends with some conclusions in Section VI.

II. 3-D DATA TRANSFORM

Transforms are generally used in compression systems to
achieve data decorrelation and energy compaction. Popular
transforms of this type (e.g., DCT, USB, DWT, LOT, and LBT)
commonly have a frequency selectivity property, i.e., they
partition the input data into a series of frequency bands that
collectively cover the entire spectrum. If the input is a natural
image or video signal, most of the energy will be packed into
the low frequency subbands after the decomposition. At the
same time, the transformed coefficients become less correlated
than the original data samples. These features can help the
coding stage achieve very high compression efficiency.

The DCT has been widely adopted in the image and
video coding standards because it provides excellent energy
compaction for images and can be implemented with fast algo-
rithms. For a 1-D signal broken into a sequence of-sample
blocks, the forward and inverse -point DCT can be expressed
as

and (1)

where is the th input block and is its transformed
version. The transform matrix has entries

(2)

where and for .
The DCT is usually implemented on a block-by-block basis,

as shown in Fig. 2. Likewise, the coding process operates
mostly within each nonoverlapping block. This approach leads
to “blocking artifacts” at high compression ratios. In such a
situation, the edges of the data blocks become visible and the
appearance of the picture frames becomes noticeably degraded.

The LOT was introduced to overcome this problem by per-
forming the transform using data collected via a sliding window

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Operating procedures of the DCT and the lapped transforms. (a) DCT
is performed with each data block. (b) Lapped transform (LOT or LBT) is
performed on overlapped data blocks.

applied to the signal. The adjacent input data blocks overlap
with each other, as depicted in Fig. 2. Recognizing there is
freedom in selecting the amount of overlap, for simplicity in
this paper we will focus on LTs whose overlap factor is 2, i.e.,
the input data block as well as the transform basis have length

. In this case, the forward and inverse LT matrices are
represented by the matrices and , respectively,
such that

and (3)

Thus, the forward and inverse -point LT can be expressed as

and

(4)

In the popular LOT case, the LT matrix is constructed as

(5)
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where
matrix with the even-symmetric basis

functions of the DCT matrix ;
matrix of the same size with the odd-symmetric
basis functions;
identity matrix;
reversing or counter-identity matrix, i.e., the only
nonzero elements are 1s along the secondary (re-
verse) diagonal.

orthogonal matrix, which can be de-
signed to achieve good coding gain and to be effi-
ciently implemented [9], [10], [13].

Both matrices and have size . The LOT
is said to be orthogonal so that .

With overlapping bases, the amplitude transitions across
block edges become smoother than in the DCT case. At the
same time, because the forward transform takes more input
samples to produce the same amount of output coefficients, it
can improve the data decorrelation capability as compared to
the DCT.

Although the LOT can significantly reduce the “blocking ar-
tifacts,” it may still produce some visible block edges. A small
modification of the LOT yields another transform: the LBT [11],
which is aimed at minimizing the edge discontinuity. With this
modification, the bases are no longer orthogonal, and the for-
ward and inverse transforms become different. For , an
LBT forward transform matrix is given by

(6)

and the corresponding inverse transform matrix is

(7)

where and
. The LBT can be implemented in the same way as the

LOT, and it generally achieves better energy compaction perfor-
mance than the LOT. Further improvement can also be achieved
by using the generalized LBT (GLBT) [12], [14], [13] in which

(8)

and the corresponding inverse lapped transform matrix is

(9)

where and can be any nonsingular matrix.
The and represent the degrees of freedom of the GLBT.

From an implementation point of view, the subband decom-
position and the DWT represent a different class of transform.
These transforms are usually achieved through successive fil-
tering of the original data sequence, as shown in Fig. 3. At each

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Operating procedures of the USB and DWT transforms with uniform
and pyramid decompositions. (a) Three-level uniform wavelet transform.
(b) Three-level pyramid wavelet transform.

transform level, a typical subband decomposition or DWT ap-
plies a low-pass filter (LPF) and a high-pass filter (HPF) sepa-
rately to the whole input sequence. The two output sequences
are down-sampled by two so that their combined length will be
the same as the original sequence length. This procedure is re-
peated for both the low frequency and the high frequency subse-
quences in the USB, but only to the low frequency subsequences
in the DWT. By successive applications of this filtering opera-
tion, the original sequence can be transformed into a series of
subsequences, each representing a specific frequency subband.
The inverse transform is obtained through the synthesis proce-
dure where the subband sequences are up-sampled by two and
low-pass or high-pass filtered at each transform level.

It is clear that an -point DCT, LOT, or LBT can be viewed
as an -band uniform subband decomposition. In this case each
subband contains exactly the same number of transformed coef-
ficients, and they are the same frequency components collected
from all the transformed data blocks.

These 1-D transform methods can be easily extended to 2-D
images by successively performing the 1-D transform on each
of the rows, and then on each of the resulting columns. For 3-D
video, an extra 1-D transform can be applied in the temporal
direction.

In terms of computation, the LBT and LOT are more com-
plex than the DCT but simpler than the DWT and subband de-
composition. If we use well-known conservative implementa-
tions, one can implement an 8-point DCT using40 operations
(additions or multiplications). An 8-point LOT or LBT can be
implemented with82 or 83 operations. The generalized ver-
sion of the LBT can be implemented with slightly more than
100operations. As a reference, the DWT using the biorthogonal
9/7 filters [15] can be implemented using161operations for a
3-stage pyramid decomposition. Much more can be said about
implementations and techniques for reducing computation for
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all these transform methods. We will not discuss those efficient
implementations further, except to point out that both the sub-
band/DWT and LOT/LBT can be implemented efficiently using
ladder filters [16]–[18]. The ladder stages for filter banks can
be obtained through the Smith decomposition factors [19]. The
best factorization for LTs is still under study.

III. A DAPTIVE QUANTIZATION

The proposed video coder is an extension of the subband do-
main adaptive quantization technique introduced in [20], [21].
Adaptive quantization schemes have demonstrated extraordi-
nary compression efficiencies in subband coding of images and
video sequences [22]–[26], [5], [6]. Unlike conventional sub-
band domain quantization approaches, which normally allocate
a fixed bit rate for each of the subbands, adaptive quantization
techniques are able to apply different quantization rates to dif-
ferent coefficients inside each subband with little or no geo-
metric constraints. This is accomplished by identifyingsignifi-
cant (or important ) coefficients inside each subband and per-
forming quantization at bit rates according to the importance of
the coefficient. The importance of a certain coefficient is mea-
sured by its contribution to the overall quantization fidelity. The
quantization rate distribution is then encoded implicitly or ex-
plicitly and transmitted to the decoder as a part of the com-
pressed data stream.

In the proposed video coding structure, all the subband co-
efficients are grouped into pixel blocks, which we call quanti-
zationunits,after which quantization/coding is applied to each
unit in relation to its magnitude. The magnitude of eachunit is
represented by its norm. In order to achieve an embedded bit
stream, the quantization/coding stage is carried out in layers. A
scale-down factor is used at each successive layer to control the
ratio of maximum magnitudes between the subject layer and the
previous layer. In our implementations, the scale-down factor
is set to one half, therefore the layers essentially become bit
planes in magnitude. The significance of aunit is determined
by comparing its magnitude with a threshold that is associated
with the subject layer. The threshold will also become the upper
bound of the maximum magnitude of the next layer. For quanti-
zation/coding of the coefficients, two operations are performed
during each layer pass: theMAP operation and theQUAN op-
eration.

The MAP operation identifies the significantunits at each
layer and codes their locations through a 3-Dquadtree repre-
sentation. It produces a sequence of bits in the output bit stream
that we call themap bits. Fig. 4 illustrates the coding process
of the 3-D quadtree structure. For each subband, the significant
units,or theunitswhose magnitudes are larger than the current
threshold value, are coded following this 3-D quadtree structure.
If a subband is found to contain one or more significantunits,
the symbol “1” is produced, and this subband will be evenly split
into (2 2 2) regions. Each such region corresponds to a 3-D
quadtree branch. If any of these regions contains one or more
significantunits,the symbol “1” is appended, and the region will
be further split into (2 2 2) sub-regions (or sub-branches).
Otherwise, the symbol “0” is appended, and no further tests will
be performed on the subject branch. This process continues in a

Fig. 4. Example of a 3-D quadtree coding procedure, where shaded regions
represent quadtree branches containing one or more significantunit(s).

recursive way, until each of the leaf branches corresponds to a
region that does not contain any significantunit or contains only
oneunit.Once aunit is labeled as significant, it will remain sig-
nificant during the following layer passes. The quadtree struc-
ture obtained at the current layer is used for initialization at the
following layer, where a new threshold value is calculated by
scaling down the current threshold value.

For each layer pass, the above procedure is equivalent to the
recursive application of the following test to each leaf branch
which corresponds to a region that contains one or more signif-
icantunits.

1) If a quadtree branch corresponds to a region with one or
more significantunits, then:

a) Append “1” to the map bit portion of the data
stream.

b) If the subject region has more than oneunit (number
of units should be a multiple of 8), then:
— decompose this region into (2 2 2) sub-

regions;
— apply this test from the beginning to each of the

eight resulting sub-regions;

Else:
— quantize the singleunit at the same layer. This

test will henceforth not be applied to such aunit
in all the following layers.

2) Else:

1) Append “0” to the map bit portion of the data
stream.

2) Applications of this test to this branch end at the
subject layer, and the test will be applied again to
this branch at the next layer.

Optional arithmetic coding can be used for further compres-
sion of the decision symbols from the quadtree coding proce-
dure.

Once a significantunit is identified, quantization is performed
using a multistage residual lattice vector quantizer (LVQ). We
denote this stage as theQUAN operation. All the quantization
indices are stored in thequan bit portion of the output data
stream.

An LVQ codebook contains highly structured lattice points
that effectively span the signal space. It does not require any
training and can be implemented efficiently without codeword
storage. Two different LVQs have been designed for vectors
with size of (2 2 1) at different quantization stages. Both
are derived from the root lattice . A 6 bits/vector sphere trun-
cated LVQ is used for the first stage quantization, which has the
ability to achieve sufficient shape gain. It is obtained by trun-
cating the root lattice at the radius of 3, which produces an LVQ
with three energy shells and 64 symbols. The energy measure
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. PSNR performance of the 3-D subband video codersUSB, DWTand the
MPEG-2 coder for “Akiyo” sequence in noiseless environment. (a) 0.25 bpp or
760320 bps. (b) 0.50 bpp or 1520640 bps.

for sphere truncation is the norm. A 4 bits/vector cubic LVQ
is applied to all the successive refinement stages, which guaran-
tees the convergence of all the quantized approximations. Be-
fore truncation, the lattice is shifted by the vector (1/2, 1/2, 1/2,
1/2). The truncation radius is set to 1 (in ) so that 16 code-
words are obtained for each vector.

For progressive coding, each quantization stage is consistent
with each layer pass in theMAP operation, and the residual
errors of all the quantizationunitsare bounded by the threshold
of the last layer. In order to obtain channel error resilience, the
LVQ quantization indices (i.e., thequan bits) are fixed length
coded (FLC) as opposed to entropy coded or variable-length
coded (VLC).

IV. ERRORRESILIENCE

Most current video coding algorithms rely heavily on some
VLC techniques to achieve high compression performance.
However, every VLC technique has error-propagation problems

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. PSNR performance of the 3-D subband video codersUSB, DWTand
the MPEG-2 coder for “Hall Monitor” sequence in noiseless environment. (a)
0.25 bpp or 760320 bps. (b) 0.50 bpp or 1520640 bps.

in the case of data transmission over noisy channels. A single bit
error may cause a loss of synchronization between the encoder
and the decoder. Therefore some digital video broadcasting
standards have specified bit error rate (BER) requirements
within 10 to 10 for the video source coder such as
MPEG-2 to operate properly. This BER range is referred to as
“quasi-error-free” (QEF), which roughly corresponds to less
than one error per transmission hour.

By separating themap bits and thequan bits into disjoint
data sections in the output data stream, the new coder can re-
duce the possibility of error propagation. Since thequan bits
are fixed rate coded, only errors occurring in themap bits can
cause error propagation. Error resilience is achieved because the
sizes of themap portions are inherently small. For most video
sequences at commonly used bit rates, the VLC codedmappor-
tion only accounts for20 30 of the total bit stream, in con-
trast to the100 VLC coded data streams produced by MPEG-2
and many other video coders. Thus, our data streams clearly
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. PSNR performance of the 3-D subband video codersLBT, LOT, DCT
and the MPEG-2 coder for “Akiyo” sequence in a noiseless environment. (a)
0.25 bpp or 760320 bps. (b) 0.50 bpp or 1520640 bps.

have less chance of manifesting propagational errors. This ad-
vantage becomes more obvious when channel BERs are rela-
tively low.

In progressive transmission mode, our coded data streams
are organized by coding/quantization layers. At each layer, the
expected consistency between the rate distribution in themap
and the actual data length in thequan portion can serve as an
inherent error detection for themap decoding. After the de-
coder retrieves amap bit portion, it is able to calculate the exact
number of bits in the correspondingquan bit portion for the
current layer. If this calculated number is consistent with the
size of thequan portion it has received, the decoder can assume
there is no propagational error in the receivedmap bits. Other-
wise, a propagational error has occurred and an error cancella-
tion scheme can be invoked to terminate the propagation.

In the case where channel coding is employed, our coding
structure provides a unique way to prioritize the coded data
stream for different degrees of channel error protections, which

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. PSNR performance of the 3-D subband video codersLBT, LOT, DCT
and the MPEG-2 coder for “Hall Monitor” sequence in a noiseless environment.
(a) 0.25 bpp or 760320 bps. (b) 0.50 bpp or 1520640 bps.

is more efficient and has become available in many commu-
nication systems. In order to maintain near zero-tolerance for
bit errors in the rate distribution information, channel coders
with high protection rates are applied to themap bits. Since
the size of themap bit portion is relatively small, high-channel
error protection is usually not costly in the sense of data ex-
pansion. On the other hand, bit errors in thequan bits only
cause localized reconstruction errors, as only fixed rate LVQs
are used. Therefore, some low-level channel error protection
should be sufficient for thequan bits. Such unequal error pro-
tection (UEP) approaches usually yield good tradeoffs between
source coding and channel coding under the constraint of overall
channel bandwidth.

In addition, the LOT, LBT and most filter banks of interest
have a distinct feature that they can smooth out a localized dis-
tortion over a wide area so that the effect of the distortion be-
comes less perceivable. This is because of the overlapping na-
ture of LOT, LBT bases and subband filters at the inverse trans-
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9. Samples of decoded “Akiyo” frames, i.e., the 100th frame zoomed at the center (100� 100) block. (a) LBT at 0.25 bps. (b) DWT at 0.25 bpp. (c) MPEG-2
at 0.25 bpp.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10. Samples of decoded “Hall Monitor” frames, i.e., the 100th frame zoomed at the center (100� 100) block. (a) LBT at 0.25 bps. (b) DWT at 0.25 bpp.
(c) MPEG-2 at 0.25 bpp.

form. This feature is particularly helpful at low BERs when only
a few isolated distortions may occur and they do not interfere
with each other. In fact, LOTs, LBTs, and filter banks can also
be useful for error-concealment purposes.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The video encoder consists of a 3-D transform followed by
a quantization/coding procedure based on the adaptive quan-
tization just described. The decoder contains the components
needed to perform the inverse process. The 3-D transform is
achieved through spatial and temporal extensions of five dif-
ferent 1-D transform methods including DCT, LOT, LBT, USB,
and DWT. The extensions are symmetric in all three dimensions,
i.e., the number of decomposition levels is the same. Eight-point
DCT, LOT, and LBT are used to generate 88 8 uniform
subbands ( ), which correspond to a 3-level, 2-band uni-
form decomposition. The LOT and LBT matrices are based on
equations (5) and (6). The 9/7-tap biorthogonal filter bank [15]
is used in the USB and the DWT. However, when a data block
is shorter than 8, the 2-tap Haar filter bank is used instead.

Every 16 picture frames are grouped together to form the
input data cubes. Using the DCT, LOT, or LBT, an 8-band uni-
form decomposition is obtained in a single stage. In order to
improve the energy compaction, an extra level of subband de-
composition is performed in the lowest spatial-temporal fre-
quency (or DC) subband. The resulting video coders are denoted

asDCT, LOT, andLBT. We also tested two other decomposi-
tions. In the first, we replaced the uniform decomposition of the
DCT/LOT/LBT by a 3-level, 8-band USB using the 9/7 filters.
As in the LT case, the DC subband is further decomposed using
one extra subband decomposition. We denote the coder with this
transform asUSB. We expect theUSBandLBT to perform sim-
ilarly because of their identical 3-D subband structure. We also
implemented another coder using a 4-level pyramid decompo-
sition, which is denotedDWT. It is clear that the lowest eight
subbands in all these implementations have the same size.

The size of the quantization unit in the 3-D subband domain
is set to 2 2 1, in which the 1 is for the temporal dimension.
The 3-D quadtree coding is used for theMAP operation, and
the LVQ is used in theQUAN operation. For easy imple-
mentation, the levels of the quadtree coding are consistent with
levels of the subband decomposition. To facilitate comparison,
three versions of each different implementation were created.
The default version, which is denoted as theab version, uses
arithmetic coding in theMAP operation, and does not use arith-
metic coding in theQUAN operation. In the other two versions,
one uses arithmetic coding in both operations, which is denoted
as theaa version, and the other one does not use any arithmetic
coding, which is then denoted as thebb version. The arithmetic
coder is based on [27].

We compared the subband video coders with the MPEG-2
coder in both noiseless and noisy environments. MPEG-2 was
selected for the comparison because it has been widely used
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON OFALL TESTED VIDEO CODERS IN

NOISELESSENVIRONMENT

in many video communication systems, and represents a well
established and respected benchmark. The Berkeley MPEG-2
implementation was used. In the MPEG-2 setting, each group
of pictures (GOP) contains 15 frames, which is close to the
16-frame setting in our coders, and the I/P frame distance is set
to 3. The test video sequences were the luminance components
of the “Akiyo” and “Hall Monitor” sequences, both in CIF (352

288) resolution and at 30 fps. The test bit rates were 1520640
bps (or 0.5 bpp) and 760320 bps (or 0.25 bpp).

A. Compression Performance With No Channel Noise

Figs. 5–8 show the frame-by-frame peak-signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) results of all the coders in the noiseless environment.
TheDCT, LOT, LBT, USB, andDWTcoders are all using their
default versions. From these figures we can see that all sub-
band video coders outperform the MPEG-2 coder on the two
test sequences, sometimes by as much as 5 dB. A summarized
comparison is provided in Table I, in which the PSNR results
are averaged over the 120 picture frames. Samples of decoded
video frames are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for perceptual eval-
uation. We find that theLBT coder usually has the best perfor-
mance. It is closely followed by the LOT and DCT coders. Com-
paring theUSBandDWTcoders, we can see that the uniform
decomposition outperforms the pyramid decomposition under
our coding structure, at a cost of a significant increase in com-
putation. Considering both efficiency and computation, we re-
alize that there could be an advantage in selecting the LT-based
transforms instead of the subband filtering based transforms in
a subband image and video coding algorithm. We also notice
that there is a significant PSNR decrease at the last frame of
each 16-frame group in all of our video coders. This is caused
by the simple progressive coding procedure used through the
bit-planes of all frames. This last frame performance drop can
be addressed by introducing a bit rate allocation procedure to
ensure that the target bit rate is met at the end of a bit-plane for
all frames. However, the resulting improvement in quality may
not justify the increase in computation.

Tables II–V show the PSNR results of three different versions
of all coders over the first 120 frames of the two test sequences.
The “ab ,” “ aa ,” and “bb” versions are defined in the previous
section. It is noteworthy that the LVQ in theQUAN operation
has fairly high coding efficiency, and even if the LVQ indices are

TABLE II
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON OFVARIOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THEUSB

AND DWT CODING ALGORITHMS IN NOISELESSENVIRONMENT

TABLE III
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON OFVARIOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THEDCT

CODING ALGORITHMS IN NOISELESSENVIRONMENT

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON OFVARIOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THELOT

CODING ALGORITHM IN NOISELESSENVIRONMENT

TABLE V
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON OFVARIOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THELBT

CODING ALGORITHM IN NOISELESSENVIRONMENT

coded by an additional arithmetic coder, no significant compres-
sion improvement is observed. On the other hand, if no arith-
metic coding is used in bothMAP andQUAN operations, the
overall performance is still superior to that of an MPEG-2 coder.
In fact, the performance in this case can be further improved
by increasing the levels of subband decomposition and quadtree
coding.

All these findings reveal that, for certain applications such
as news broadcasting and surveillance, high performance video
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TABLE VI
SOURCE AND CHANNEL CODING BIT RATE ALLOCATIONS FOR“A KIYO”

SEQUENCE AT0.25BPP

coding can be achieved by a simple 3-D transform coding ap-
proach without the complicated motion compensated predic-
tion procedure. Some advantages of the 3-D transform coding
scheme include:

• the transform methods usually have fast algorithms for
practical hardware and software implementations;

• the encoder and decoder have similar computation com-
plexities;

• the structure allows easy switching among various com-
putational settings.

It is also interesting to note that high coding efficiency does
not have to rely on entropy coding. A video coder entirely
without entropy coding, such as the arithmetic coding, may
have good computational efficiency, and can also avoid some
of the associated intellectual property problems.

B. Compression Performance With Channel Noise

Because the error-resilient feature comes largely from the
coded data stream partitioning, different transform methods will
not produce significantly different results in noisy environment.
Therefore in noisy channel simulations, we only tested theDWT
default coder against the MPEG-2 coder. We applied concate-
nated forward error-correction codes (FEC), which are specified
in the DVB-S standard (ETS 300 421), to both our data stream
and the MPEG-2 data stream. This FEC coding system con-
tains an inner convolutional code and an outer Reed–Solomon
(R–S) code. The convolutional code is obtained from a NASA
standard convolutional code ( , ) with punc-
turing rates of 3/4, 5/6, 7/8 . The (204, 188, 8) R–S code is a
shorten version of the (255, 239, 8) R–S code. A white Gaussian
noise channel with BPSK modulation was used as the channel
model, and soft-decision Viterbi coding was used at the con-
volutional decoder. Experiments were performed using channel
signal-to-noise ratios of 4.33 dB and 6.77 dB, which cor-
respond to BERs of 10 and 10 in the uncoded channel. The
MPEG-2 data streams were protected at equal error-protection
rates in each case, while the UEP scheme was used for our data
streams. With the ability to classify our data stream intomap
and quan sub-streams, different channel protection rates can
be assigned to achieve maximum effectiveness. Tables VI–IX
show the bit allocation between the source and channel coding
for each simulation. Figs. 11–14 show the noisy channel sim-
ulation results in average PSNR. Simulations were repeated 50

TABLE VII
SOURCE AND CHANNEL CODING BIT RATE ALLOCATIONS FOR“A KIYO”

SEQUENCE AT0.50BPP

TABLE VIII
SOURCE AND CHANNEL CODING BIT RATE ALLOCATIONS FOR “HALL

MONITOR” SEQUENCE AT0.25BPP

TABLE IX
SOURCE AND CHANNEL CODING BIT RATE ALLOCATIONS FOR “HALL

MONITOR” SEQUENCE AT0.50BPP

TABLE X
NOISY CHANNEL SIMULATION PSNR RESULTS(IN dB) OF THE 3-D SUBBAND

VIDEO CODERDWT AND THE MPEG-2 CODERAVERAGED OVER 60 FRAMES

times for each test condition, and PSNR values for each frame
were calculated as the average of all 50 reconstructions. Table X
shows the PSNR results averaged over the first 60 frames of
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Fig. 11. PSNR performance of the 3-D subband video coderDWTand the MPEG-2 coder for “Akiyo” sequence in noisy channels with channel SNRE =N =

6:77 or BER= 10 . (a) 0.25 bpp or 760320 bps. (b) 0.50 bpp or 1520640 bps.

Fig. 12. PSNR performance of the 3-D subband video coderDWTand the MPEG-2 coder for “Akiyo” sequence in noisy channels with channel SNRE =N =

4:33 or BER= 10 . (a) 0.25 bpp or 760320 bps. (b) 0.50 bpp or 1520640 bps.

the testing sequence in each simulation. These results clearly
demonstrate the high compression performance of the 3-D sub-
band video coder in noisy channels. Moreover, with the UEP
scheme, the performance gain of the subband coder is further
increased in noisy channels.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new 3-D subband video
coding structure. It consists of a simple 3-D data transform
and an adaptive quantization procedure. We have implemented
several video coders based on the DCT, LOT, and LBT uniform
subband and DWT methods. All of these video coders are
able to provide superior performance in both noiseless and
noisy environments. A major novelty of the coding scheme is
classifying the compressed data stream into sub-streams with
different noise sensitivity levels for better channel adaptation.
Quadtree coding and lattice vector quantization techniques are
used to reduce the size of the VLC data portion and achieve

high compression performance even without entropy coding.
Simulation results have shown the viability of this approach
in application areas such as wireless video communications.
In particular, we believe that a video coder with a simple 3-D
LBT/LOT or even DCT transform and a few levels of quadtree
coding followed by a look-up table based LVQ can be a very
attractive choice for portable computing devices.

We recognize that there are some common problems with the
3-D subband approach that we did not address in this paper,
which include difficulties with fast motion scenes and scene
cuts. The major intention of this paper is to investigate the ef-
fectiveness of 3-D data transform in certain applications. We un-
derstand that, to some extend, temporal filtering has clear advan-
tages over MCP approach in the sense of compression and com-
putation. However, the optimal range of motion activity for tem-
poral filtering is still under study. At the same time, we are in-
vestigating adaptive 3-D data structures which can handle scene
cuts.
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Fig. 13. PSNR performance of the 3-D subband video coderDWTand the MPEG-2 coder for “Hall Monitor” sequence in noisy channels with channel SNR
E =N = 6:77 or BER= 10 . (a) 0.25 bpp or 760320 bps. (b) 0.50 bpp or 1520640 bps.

Fig. 14. PSNR performance of the 3-D subband video coderDWTand the MPEG-2 coder for “Akiyo” sequence in noisy channels with channel SNRE =N =

4:33 or BER= 10 . (a) 0.25 bpp or 760320 bps. (b) 0.50 bpp or 1520640 bps.

The LT bases we exploited in this paper were designed
for maximizing the coding gain. Recently, researchers have
begun to explore several different LT bases [28], [29], which
intentionally introduce some limited amount of transform
redundancy aimed at minimizing the channel error effects
at the decoder. These LT bases are designed to achieve an
effective balance between efficiency and robustness. We are
currently studying such an approach in which error-resilient
data transform methods, quantization/coding methods, and
channel error-protection methods can be integrated to improve
the quality of service for wireless video communications.
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